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Исследованы поляризационные явления в процессах инклюзив-
ного образования векторных мезонов на встречных £* ̂""-пучках с
угамм вкладов электромагнитного механизма и механизма, от-
вечающего взаимодействию слабых токов.Особое внимание уделено
описанию поляризационных состояний векторного мезона.Для этого
наряду с формализмом матрвцы плотности использованы ещё два
способа, а именно, описание с помощью 4-вектора спина и тензо-
ра квадрупольной поляризации и описание с помощью 4-вектора
поляризации К-мезона.Столкновение поляризованных пучков харак-
теризуется в статье матрицей плотности виртуального фотона и
i? -бозона в спиральном представлении.(Спжсок лнт. - 36 назв.)

Rekalo M.P.,Gakh G.I.,Korzh A.P. MANIFESTATION OP NEUTRAL WEAK

CDidrtjSlITS IN THE & ^-ANNIHILATION.

Preprint KFTI AS UkrSSR, KFTI 80-2, Kharkov, 1980, 35 pgs.

The polarization effects caused by the interference bet-

ween electromagnetic and neutral weak currents mechanisms, are

investigated for the inclusive К-meson production in the €"J?^

annihilation.The polarization states of the V-meson are die-

cussed in detail.We use three descriptions of the V -meson

polarization.They are: the 4-vector of spin and quadrupole ten-

sor description, the polarization vector description and the

density matrix formalism.The collision of the polarized beams

is characterized by the virtual photon and i? -boson density

matrix in the helicity representation. (56 refs.).

Kharkov Physical Technical Institute (KFTI), 1980



I N T R O D U C T I O N

The existence of the P-odd interaction between electrons

and hadrons is experimentally confirmed.Thus the P-odd depen-

dence of the differential cross section on the electron spin

and momentum mutual orientation has been established Си in the

inelastic scattering of longitudinally polarized electrons by

unpolarized protons and deutrons.When the lazer light passes

through Bi and 7 ? vapours ̂ 2-4/ in the low energy region the

P-odd rotation of the lazer-light polarization plane has been

detected.These experiments are usually explained as the mani-

festations of electron and hadron neutral weak currents.Namely,

the interference of the electromagnetic (one-photon) amplitude

and the P-odd part of the weak electron-hadron amplitude(caused

by the neutral weak current) leads to the P-odd effects.The

effects are in a good agreement with the simple Salam-Weinberg

model predictions/^ .According to this model and to some other

similar models, the P-odd effects increase when the momentum

transfer squared grows and they are characterized by the value

of the Cru
 1
/j2(?SifO~Q

t
Gt* *here Ct is the Fermi coupling; Q is

the electron charge; 0
2
is the momentum transfer squared.So the

P-odd effects will be of order of tens % at PSTRA energies.

The P-odd effects in the £*6*-experiments were discussed

earlier in the framework of the unified theory of electromag-

netic and weak interactions for the reactions 61
'&

:
-+/{у/1(~&-1$,

e^e'
1
*hadrons/7,12-16], ̂ fe

2
*//*//"/^17-12? etc.The Higgs-

boson production in the ̂ ^"-annihilation has also been die-

cussed /20-22/.The interference of the one-photon and2-boson

amplitudes is found to lead to the occurrence of P-odd effepts

in the hadron jets production in the б^-annihilation ^?J,

In this paper we discuss the P-odd effects for the vec-

tor meson inclusive production in the ̂ ^""-experiments, £ч?-*-

]f][ (pTia the vector теаощ^Д is the undetected hadron system).

One of the advantages of this process is the possibility to

reconstruct tha polarization states of V-meson bv using its
1



decay products «This information is very important for the P-odd

effects search.We investigate the vector meson production in a

general form including its vector and tensor polarizations.

5wo variants of the У -meson polarization description are dis-

cussed, the relation between these variants is established«The

angular distributions of the vector meson decay products are

investigated in detail.The *У and 2 density matrix is ob-

tained»

T H E D I F F B R E H T I A L C R O S S S E C T I O H .

The matrix element of the vector meson inclusive produc-

tion in the £ ^^-annihilation (with taking into account the
weak interaction contribution) can be written in the form

-*

ew)

where K* ( ^Z ) is the electron (positron) 4 - y ^ ^
/ % ( f ) is the mass (full width) of 2? -boson; Оу

%
 Qa are

the vector and axial lepton current couplings, which depend

on the particular variant of th? unified weak and electromag-

netic interaction moderljL, (Ju ) is the electromagnetic

(neutral weak) current, which describes thef—*PXtransition

(2^*VX), ?*±в the virtual photon.

The unified models of weak and electromagnetic interac-

tions based on ЪЬъ £1/(%)® 1/(1) symmetry usually lead to
the following general form of the neutral weak current £24j

(2)

where /5^, fi% are the coefficients which depend on the chosen
modelJ <£Lie the Weinberg angle; l^u and /j^ &re the third
components of the vector and axial parts of the isovector neu-
tral current respectively? J M i s the isoscalar weak current.

The differential cross section, corresponding to the
amplitude (1), may be writtsr as
2



where fix Q , Л^ ( ^ ) is the energy (3-momentum) of the

vector particle in the c.m.s. of the 5*^-* TCl^ reaction,The

hermitian and antihernltian parts of an arbitrary tensor are

determined as A
A
,y=z(A/tr +Ay*), A^v = "£(4J**~ A& )-

As the valus of £e-£f is negligible at present, /fr*#/<SY»we

can neglect the terms in eq.(3)» which are proportional to
(f£fj> The hadron tensors и/^у (for the one-photon mechaniam)
and R.MV t QyttV (for the interference of the one-photon ex-

change end one-booon exchange mechanisms) are determined as*

.yU ( AM ) is *Ьз vector (axial) part of the isoscalar weak

current J P ( rx ) is the vector meson 4-momentum (the un-

detected hadron system 4-momentum) J ̂  is the vector meson



polarization index.We sum in eq.(4) over all final states J\. .

The general structure of the hadron tensor W^y can be

written in the following form, which satisfies the space parity

conservation and gauge invariance

fa

where /y ie the vector meson mass; /f^'^?W( 2=1 ....10) are
the real dimensionless structure functions, which depend on
two invariant variables <J

Z
 and У!=г #<P \ Djf&B the vector.me-

son quadrupole tensor ( Л(р =?3>рс
 y
 jP,**^ Oj p«J)«ft-O}*

If the vector weak current is not conserved the hadron
tensor structure can be written in ths form



» (f,r)

The КмУЪепаог is neither herndtian nor antihermitian,
as i t follows from i t s definition, that is why the dimension-
less structure R{ (/s1....2O) are complex in this case.The
hermitian part of R/J is determined by the real parts of the
fuctions j£tfafyjbn& the antihermitian part of Ruy is deter-
mined by the imaginary part of the Rt/4*Y/tunctions.

The general structure of the hadron tensor Cofy(. taking
into consideration the violation of the P-invariance) can be
written in the form

^?^^V^)^T^^f^f (7)

fK> + л* ffr



J

vM^i fp7/**

^£"~~ <9* /*"«where S/*^£"~~ <9* /*"«As i t follows from the definition,

the fcT^'tensor is neither hormitian nor antihsrmitian, hencs

the dimensionless structure functions 1^'ifjV) ( 1 =1.. .,.16) are

complex in this case.The hermitian part of tensor ^jy is de-

termined by the real parts of th-э foffj ^functions and the

antihermitian part of G/д^ is determined by the imaginary part

of the ft'/jfi ^functions.
The differential cross aection of the & €-*VX process

(taking into account the neutral weak current contribution)

can be written in terms of the structure t///f*Yj t R%ff*V)
and l^(fj)y±n. the c.m.s. (the z axis is directed along the

initial electron momentum and the xz plane is the reaction

plane,-s.we neglect the electron mass)

V



where

A-

a, *~

Cd

"Re V, (f,



а , т

-§
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у)],

where ^-52. is the observed vector meson solid angle J ?£

and %-£ are the unit polarization vectors of an electron and

a positron in their rest frames,r9spectivelyj we divide the

vectors &' into the longitudinal and transverse parts relative

to the initial electron momentumJ Q is the angle between vec-

tor meson and electron momenta J lf^ and (fz are the azimutal

angles of "?£ and £"2. respectively? £jf}Syy $&-> /^o are

the components of the / -meson 4-vector of spin d5*-^/'<f ,
=:
Ъ + '& v/k/и »

w n e r e
 ^f

 i s
 *

Ь з
 unit polarization vector of

Ir -meson in its rest frame) J the quadrupole polarization ten-

sor components are written in the c.m.s. 9



So, the cross section of the vector meson inclusive pro-
duction in the ̂ i?""-annihilation (taking into account -the neu-
tral weak current contribution) is determined in general case
by the 10 real structure faff*^functions (which describes the
electromagnetic mechanism), by ths 20 complex (10 complex if
we neglect the electron mass) structure /\*V^f»J«unctions (which
describe the interference of electromagnetic and vector parts
of nautral weak hadron currents) and by the 16 complex (9 comp-
lex if we neglect the electron mass) structure /r/^l/functions
(which describe the interference of the electromagnetic and
axial parts of neutral weak hadron currents).If we neglect the
weak interaction contribution the cross section of the unpola-
rized or transversely polarized €*^~-beams is determined only
by the symmetrical part of the hadron [fay tensor.Note, that
th t t kfcVfo& & ( ̂'51013151820) Jto&CfiY

y
the structure kfc,Vfo, & & ( ̂ '=5,10,13,15,18,20),
(/«1-4,6-9,11,12,14,16,17,19) functions and also fi
5,8,9,11,14,16),iW^ft)l/'-1-4,6f7,10,12,13,15) are not zero
because the electromagnetic form factors of hadrons are complex
in the timelike region of momenta transfer (this situation is
realised in the €*e"-annihilation) in the case of two-Uody pro-
cesses е*е~-* •*"• V, V+v,,.„These structure functions are determined
Ъу the imaginary parts of the products of the electromagnetic

form factors, which are nonzero if the form factors have dif-

ferent phases and this situation seems most probable«In the

case when X contains two or more particles the tfi* ̂^transi-

tion will be determined by the respective amplitudes, but not

by the form factors.These amplitudes will be complex, hence we

must expect the structure functions, mentioned above, not to be

zero.In the scattering channel these structure functions must

be zero if the hadron electromagnetic interaction is У-inva-

riant/2§/.For two-body scattering processes (e.g.€*2/—*€T<7 )
this result is a simple effect of the reality of tha electro-
magnetic form factors provided the 7* -odd fourth form factor
is zero/26,27/,But even for such processes as &У—> AfA/JT ,

10



which are determined by tha complex amplitudes, ths £ -inva-

riance requires that th-з corresponding structure functions

should go to zero.

Let us obtain the energy distribution and the average va-

lue of C&/>& for the vector msson.For this purpose we must per-

form the integration in eq.(8) over the vector meson solid

angle.However, first, we should express the quadrupole polari-

zation tensor components, which are written in the center-of-

momentum system of the^^-^/'иГreaction, in terms of standard

tensor Gofcomponents.

The 2}HV tensor describes the quadrupole polarization of

the vector meson in its rest frame and is connected with the

covariant Qtt tensor as

The basic fiy vectors must be complete and orthonormol:

4 j
is convenient to relate these vectors with ths 4-momenta that

characterize the process of the vector meson inclusive produc

tion in the

One can make sure that in the vector meson rest frame

these vectors have only space components .If the^ axis is along

the virtual photon momentum and the и.?plane is a reaction

one, we obtain

'7 '
11



с 1»

where4^2^is the 3-momentum of the virtual photon (electron)

in its rest frame.

In the c.m.s. of Vas•£"*£—*• уX reaction the basic vectors

have the form ( j? axis is along the initial electron momentum)

The relation between jAtftand. Ofii tensors in the scat-
tering channel i s given in £?&J*

Integrating the differantial cross section (8) over the
V -meson solid angle one can obtain (in /^7=0 approximation)

where the /f/ffbt) , 3{f*4j)evi C/jfJ&))f\mctlone are related
to the CttYf^to)functions, 2* =1-6, in the same way as i t i s in
eq,(9).The functions Л/^^аге determined by the equations

12



rr a*

where *j is the longitudinal comtonsnt (with respect to tha

electron momentum) of the vector meson polarization vector.

It is convenient to characterize the 1-odd effects in the

considered relations, caused by the neutral weak current, by

(16)

Terforming the integration we obtain

(17)

where_the A(<f*CO)* в^си) and C(f%6j) are related to
theCtifffa)*unctions in the same way as_ the A , @ and £
are related to £2V in eq.(9).Por the&*(<f$b))functions we have



It is seen from (18) that ̂ C0$&y is not zero if the lep-

ton neutral weak current has the P-odd term and the initial

beams are unpolarized or transversely ;olarized.

If the neutral weak currant of leptons is a pure vector

(in the vector-like theories, for example), the ££&6&~)>value

differs from zero provided the vector meson has the vector or

tensor polarizations (moreover, the vector^ must have the lon-

gitudinal component with respect to the electron momentum).The

^С0£0Учв.Ъ1ъ is determined by the structure functions of the

1-odd (*M\Ftensor only if th? vector meson has the vector po-

T^4£5£J^ h th ilarization. The^4£5£J^alue is nonzero when the vector meson is

unpolarized, but one 01 the initial beams has the longitudinal

polarization.

T H E B + & ~ — > P + P ~ R E A C T I O N

To prove tbese statements let us consider» for example, the

^Ф"
2
-* p+P~~ process.The _p~ meson electromagnetic current is

determined by rour *orm factors (ir the T-odd effects exist)

and may be presented in the form/*29,397

where -ev<^^is the polarization 4-vector of f- meson with the

4—momentum C%' «If the hadron electromagnetic interaction is

T-invariant, then ft/&*£-=0»The electromagnetic lorm factors

F? ffz>) >2 =1,2,3, are connected with charge fe{f*k magne-



quaorupoie form factor ]$/<?*J In the lolloping way:

I t i s easily seen that the 0 meson electromagnetic
vector current is an isov. ctor one.In fact, the f>^J°''-sjsvem
has positive G-parity and using the r e l a t i o n ^ = C&l)*^ @ 'Ж-&С
are the corresponding par i t ies) one can get that^irjf (in the
^^^уб*^"process) ond Vy ~Jn .Neglecting the contribution
of th" strange and heavy isoscalar quarks we can write rs/fty —

~fil. WAV a^d the differential cross section can be written in
the form

The axial-vector О -meson cui'rent can be written in the fol-
nG form /31,32/ :

The form factors Uiffstfit the C- and T-invariances are talcing
place.The £t'fy2jare not zero if the violation of P- and T-
invariancee ( Cri ̂ Oj Сгг£ О ) or of P- and C-invariances
( СгзФО) $4^0} takes place.The Gfify*)form factor i s CP-inva-
riant and determines ( at Q* =o) the so-called anapole vectar
meson moment £33J . 1 5



Note that in the framework of the standard Weinberg-

Saian gauÊ e theory the CP-invariance is taking place.However,

as it is shown in /34j » the gauge theories can be generalized

in order to include the spontaneous T-invariance breaking.In

the frameworks of these theories the T-odd form factors of the

vector mesons can appear.We have considered these form factors

phenomenologically.

i'he structure W<i(й
г
) » ( 2* =1•••«10)functions, which

describe the electromagnetic mechanism in the^'^V (

terms of fif^)") reaction have the following form:

(22)

fa (f) - -

As one should have expected, the f/lfe fajbnu. Jfo/Pfcunctlons are
determined by the imaginary parts of the products of T-even

electromagnetic form factors.

16



The structure Уг fy
z
)
 }
 { 2* =1 16) functions, v/hich

describe the interference of the electromagnetic and axial parts

of the neutral weak current of the P -meson can be written in

the following form:

_ +(t-x№]i2/frx)Gi£rF2~frx№+&s)fy ( 2 3 )

17



u ff) - ^

T H E S T E U C I U B E J U N C T I O N S

The polarization states of a vector particle are charac-
terized by the vector spin T̂irancL tQe quadrupole polarization
JMA tensor.The description by the 4—vector £«< is also pos-

sible and we shall consider it now.The currents, which describe
t h e ^ - * ^ X and^^>^C^T transitions, may oe v«-csented in the
form (we choose the 4—vector ^ ),

It is convenient for our calculations to introduce the tensors

18



( 2 5 )

Taking into account the P-invariarxce and the conservation of
the electromagnetic current, we can write the following expres-
sion (neglecting the terms proportional to fit* and P/> , be-
cause £'PsO}i

As one should have expected, the ~Zij(V tensor has 10 real
is the hermitian tensor) structure "£*(&У)functions.

The "j^f tensor can be written as (for the general case

when there is no CYC )

( 2 7 )

19



sf

As sq.(27) shows, the -£*? tensor has 20 complex structure -/V

functions•

The ffov tensor has the following expression (the P-in-

variance is violated):

4fyfif*?£w*f//*7ftffw

At-
20



/f

•+

As i t has been expected the !f#V tensor has 16 complex &'ff*
structure functions. -^.

There are the following relations: W^iV =

sJt<prfto' f QjiV— &*/>&#* ,where 9£
matrix for the spinal particle^357 s

Q &*/>&* ,where 9£ft i s the covariant density

Using these formulas we can obtain

21
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к с =:



P — I r
r^2O — yiy-f- -T20

V» = -/*, £-.?/•> to=-?*- к =

y2

It is necessary to investigate the angular distributions

of various decay products for the determination of all struc-

ture functions.

T H E V I R T U A L P H O T O N D E N S I T Y

M A T R I X

It is convenient to introduce the virtual photon density

matrix as we consider the ̂ ^-annihilation in the one-photon

approximation (we shall also consider the neutral weak current

contribution and evaluate the density matrix corresponding to

the interference between electromagnetic and weak mechanizms).

Let us consider, first, the virtual photon density mat-

rix.The -^rvrCfyfzJbensor can be presented in the form

(30)

where £>£ ifiz/ is *he 4-vector of the electron (positron) spin*

To determine the,vector meson density matrix, it is ne—

cessary to know theZ^ /^^^tensor components (in "the labora-

tory system).In this system the 2- axis and tne vector meson

momentum are parallel and the U- axis is orthogonal to the

reaction plane, ̂ u^KXp/lltyf*} ( К is the electron. 3-momen-

tum).'J?he £jfy ̂>^^tensor has only space components in this

systemfthese components are indicated below by Latin indices).

The Ltff tfrtSi/tensoT has the simplest form in the coordinate

system, where i?axis is parallel to К «Performing the trans—

23



formation to the laboratory system one can get the following
expression for the virtual photon density matrix (in the heli-
city representation)

si, #)=
\ 01)

where the mxitary {/ matrix makes a transformation from Car-
tesian to spherical coordinates.The ̂ fjj('jSj, j£^Jmatrix may be
written in the form;

The symmetry properties of all these matrices concerning the
substitution A—r"~A 7 A —*—' /V are obtained in /36/ «Let
the 0)Ь matrix has the 1st-class symmetry, if b~)(-)=:(-j)*~ Въ'Л

and the 2nd-class symmetry, ^±Ъ-)1~)<--С-1) Вл'А •

T H E L E P T O N T E N S O f i A H D ^ - B O S O U
C O N T R I B U T I O N

Let us consider the L-иу tensor, which describes the in-

terference between the electromagnetic and axial neutral weak

currents«This tensor can be presented as,

(33)

where

l

24



In the c.m.s. of the ̂ 5£—*• yX reaction the ^

tensor has only space components (in the ^=s О approximation)

It is convenient to evaluate this tensor in the coordinate sys-

tem, where i? axis is parallel to the electron momentumJ for

this purpose we perform the necessary transformation.In the

helicity representation we get the following expression:

fix* (&,&, &)=£•№ <&.l£, (&£>&?J£> M- (34)
The /-tut) tensor can be presented as the sum of its hermitian

and antiaermitian parts:

( 3 5 )

Using formula (33) we can present the //X/i and

ces in the form

In the considered approximation we have

Let us introduce the following notations:

(37)

In the coordinate system where ^ axis is along the electron

momentum and X& plane is the plane of the reaction one can

obtain.

o о i



It is seen that the hermitian part of KA1) is determined

by the longitudinal components of F£ and f/j the antihermitian

part of У̂ /1'у) is aetermined by the transverse components of

and %

Using formulae (30) and (35) we can obtain the symmetry

properties of the /fjfj\ density matrix:

, ь e) =-

'l'HE V E C T O R M E S O N D E N S I T Y

M A T R I X

The vector meson density matrix can be presented in the

form (taking into account the neutral weak current contriDution)

26



where /I Vj A V are the be l^-t ies of the vector meson.The D XX у
/*Х*ЪУ угЛ'Ж \Хг& JPYA" matrices are determined by the

following formulae ( 2//J>* )•

^

Л"

into account the P- and T-invariances one can see
«пат; c?vj • c. •/* ana. r, «»• maXirxces txave the 1st—class
symmetry, whereas cx^y and cl у l matrices have tne 2nd-

27



class symmetry: \' \ и \

tt> Луд ~ <>/-A>-V / /ЬлЧ* = /! XX
 (42)

/ jy i£,

using formulae (42) it can be shown that the p их matrix

(which has 61 elements) has only 10 independent parameters.We

choose the following parameters: Ъ+ +
 y
 b>— , D oo , A> » о,

о T b? о

./.The similar elements wil l be independent ror the (7 УД f

Д-А ̂ matr ices . ^ ^

( ч X)One can perform the same analysis for the Of уд (

matrix and show that this matrix is described by 9 independent

parameters.We have chosen the lollowing parameters: O+-t > a—,
\-t-+ j o " I-*-— \ + ° J. \-W * ЫО u. WO* /Ч-Ы Т++ 'T-f-4-

s* ~~ s* ̂  j Л . ^ . - •*•_!.. g
 Q
^ -Я. cf

o
^.

 f
 [0-М , О У <> CO 1

The independent elements of the t>XA matrix are unambi-

guously related to the tr'/у fV/( 4 =1....1O) structure functions

as

iii

tec =*1~

We have also the analogous expressions ror

matrices:

28



ft:=

It is seen that the real (imaginary) parts of theXyfr*)/^

structure functions determine the- Cy) ( &A'A ^ matrix.

The similar expressions for the Lnuependenc elements

or the d уд
 an<1

 ^JfA matrices in terms ox fri'ff^i ¥?( z'=1« •
9) have the following form:

29



So, ttie Ci /I'/J ( а УД ) matrix is determined by the real

( imaginary ) parts ox the ̂ {а^У)^^ *1....9) structure iunc-

tions*

C O f l C L U S I O f l

Finally we shall consider the g^g^* VX reaction (taking

into account the neutral weafc current; contribution) .We shall

investigate the vector meson decays with the only pseudoscalar

mesons in the iinal states, p-+ 27f
}
 СО-^ЗЖ'-, (/-

In the V- meson rest frame the z V ^ * (helicity system), 0*

and ty* determine either the direction or one 01 the mesons

(xor the •cwo-DOdy decay) or the normal to the plane in which

the meson momenta lie (for the three-body decay).Then the angu-

lar distribution 01 the decay products is determined by the

lormula

So, the investigation or this angular distribution allows us,

to measure only the xolj.owing combinationsJ K&Lfy'j -+££r •

Фпегехоге, the investigation or these decays determines

only the real parts or the density matrix elements, which have

the let-class symmetry and the imaginary parts ol the density

matrix elements, which have the 2nd-class symmetry.moreover,

we must consider the additional (the density matrix is hermi-

tian) restrictions, Гог examp\%ItnpX\-0»

As it is seen from eg.(46) the angular distribution mea-

surements allow us to determine the xollowing combinations:

(

It is clear, that the measurements ox these combinations give
/A wJLv

the opportunity to obtain the information concerning the^/j

matrix, which describes the main mechanizm (electromagnetic,

oi the 6*^-^ VX reaction.Using the unpolarized oeams we can
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determine the following elements:£>+•+ i~P--, £>ео, D++? £>€>o,

b-f—i ле7(b+o^be-j,'Hwe polax-iz-u beams allow us to determine

another values J-?T)(c>-f-0 ~f£>#-/•
The measuiumentb oi tho d^.nbity matrix elements with

sufficient; accuracy allow, in principle, со obtain inxormu'cion

aoout the ttx'ucturc functions causea Dy tne nwutrul wealc COJL¥-
renta.

Let us consider tae Poo element., wnicti allows со derive
i n f o r m a t i o n o n t h e f o l l o w i n g e l e m e n t s : С y i i £ * i * f j / о $ x *\

у £ .In the general case it has the form

OffvAv
^ , .Note, that for the determination of the 6 J'J and

О ^м elements it is necessary to have two polarized beams

(the beams must have the transverse polarization,ana the azi-

mutal angle between vector polarizations must not Ъе О отЗГ)*

For the unpolarized beams we have: ы+ =г R.-
 f
 f-f-t-f- = — //-—/

//t>o = O
f
 /4-M C2 0J rf— = О, Део*"-^Therefore, the measurement

of §oo allows to get the information concerning the following

combinations xft~4&*t*0v0r&dl£ + ̂ U ^ # ; ft-4&»r0vfr.
&#)Ь1о+<22»г£'г#С*1;с№Лп the case

»
 where only one

beam is polarized one can measure (additionally), in principle,

two more independent combinations» {?£?-,£$ynz&w&t+) >
fCeo- *#&h.*0v6°0%)-№& measurement of f,

o
 ,when the '

both beams are polarized, allows to obtain the information

about О y-f
 a n d

 С00 » only.
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